**Finding CSOC Certification Trainings in ANCOR – Rutgers Continuing Studies**

On the search page [https://ce-catalog.rutgers.edu/search.cfm](https://ce-catalog.rutgers.edu/search.cfm) (clicking on the link on the DCF CSOC training page should take you here), select “Program Search” from the menu to the left.

For a list of currently posted trainings that are part of a certification program, click on the name of that certification (i.e. CSOC Behavioral Assistant INITIAL Certification, CSOC Behavioral Assistant RECERTIFICATION, CSOC Family Support Partner INITIAL Certification, CSOC MRSS CIS Year One INITIAL CERTIFICATION) from the list of the trainings that appears, you may click on the name of any training to go to the registration page for that training and view details (date, location, etc.).

The lists only show current upcoming trainings, not the complete list of trainings that are part of the certification.

For a complete list of requirements for any CSOC Certification program, please contact:

Antoinette Gurden
antoinette.gurden@rutgers.edu